
EVENT PLANNING

THE WHY/ CULTURE

1. Why do we do events?

· You might not be able to get someone to come to a weekend service, but you can

get someone to come to an event.

o It’s a Segway to get people into the walls of the church or around the

atmosphere of church without actually sitting in a church service.

· It’s a place for people to experience.

o As event planners, in whatever capacity you’re in, we have the opportunity

to create a space for people to experience something. We might not know

what that is, but we do the behind the scenes & let God speak to each person

as needed. That could be experiencing anything: community, prayer,

freedom, the presence of God, the church in a way they never have before,

fun. It could be anything.

o A photo opp could seem expensive and tedious to put together, just to tear

down a few hours later (this is my internal struggle), but someone taking a

picture in front of it and posting could give someone fomo and make them

want to go to the next church event. Fomo is a strong thing.

2. Determine your culture.

· If you’re just throwing together an event without really thinking about the

why of what you’re creating, you’re missing out on intentionality that you could

have with such a large group of people who are ready to receive.

· This is a quote I heard a few weeks ago at a conference and was very

convicted by for my own events. “Culture is either designated or defaulted to.”

· When I go into an event, I know that I want to create a culture of

excellence, comradery, purpose, and care. So everything I do funnels through

those 4 areas.

o Am I being excellent (not perfect) in choosing that vendor or creative

install over the other? Or is it just easier to do the other one?

o When I’m communicating with staff & volunteers, is it domineering, my

way or the highway, or are people getting excited about the opportunity

to serve at events? Is it creating comradery within my teams or just

making people have bad attitudes & a “just make it through the night”

mentality?

o Does the event we’re putting together have purpose? At out Women’s

Night, is it just a fun, pretty night for girls to come to, or are we pointing



women to get further involved for whatever that looks for them (growth

track, small groups, serving, etc.).

o Am I caring about people in what I do? Am I making people feel valued

in what I create? When people walk into our church or space where the

event is happening, I want it to be clean, orderly, pretty, etc. because I

want them to know that we put thought into every area. We prepared for

them. This could literally be as simple as moving the drink/ snack

packaging to a different trash can outside the room instead of the

convenient one next to the table that the guests use so they’re not seeing

it. Or steaming the table cloths so they aren’t wrinkled. Or throwing a few

succulents/mints on a table so it’s not plain. Those things matter, and

they show that we value them & their experience.

· Pray for your events!! This is something I’ve gotten convicted over

because you can get in such planning mode. Don’t forget to cover your event &

the people coming in prayer.

HOW TO GO FROM BRAINSTORMING TO EXECUTION

**This is not thus say-eth the Lord. This is what I’ve done and has worked, but the most

dangerous thing you can do is cling onto the saying “this is how we’ve always done it” and never

change. Do what is best for your church, your vision, and your people. And then tweak it again a

year later, and then again and again.

Meetings:

1. Step 1: Vision

· Where there is no vision, the people perish à where there is no vision, the

event perishes!! Proverbs 29:18.

· You need vision from your leader (lead pastor, ministry leader, whoever)

about what the vision/ goal is for the event. Is it to celebrate volunteers? Get

attendees into the doors & leave having taken their next step? Whatever it is,

you need to know going in why you’re planning this event.

· Creatives need a box. If there is no box/ guardrails to plan within, the only

substance you have to plan on is if someone brings a good idea. You need vision

for your event and then share it with the people involved so they can prepare.

2. Step 2: Initial brainstorming meeting

· This meeting is my worst nightmare. This is where random, out of the box

ideas are shared; no idea is a bad idea. At the end of that meeting, everyone is

assigned certain things to look into from what was shared. Everyone should have

a next step.



· Worship, look into what songs you would put in the setlist.

· Production, check if we can do a balloon drop/ how much it would

be.

· Event coordinator, look into the axe throwing/ if that cover band is

available – is that possible/ in budget?

· Cast a wide (ISH) net for this meeting. Have your key players involved:

worship, production, design, environment, and a few wild cards that will bring

good ideas. These meetings are 1.5 hours, and I let them know ahead of time the

few core details I do have for the event: when, where, why. The rest is up to us to

build, so come with ideas.

· If it’s a large event, like our Women’s or Men’s Night, we start planning

about 5 months prior. If it’s a smaller event, we start planning about 3 months

prior.

3. Step 3: The follow up meeting

· This meeting should happen about 2 weeks after the initial brainstorming

meeting. It gives people time to do research for their assigned areas, but not too

much time has passed to where it’s not fresh on their mind.

· This can also be 1.5 hours. In the calendar invite, let people know what

the meeting is. I generally send out the 2 invites (initial & follow up) at the same

time. My calendar invite notes always say “the purpose of this meeting is” so

people know exactly what they’re walking into & what’s expected of them.

· Your core team should be invited to this, but shed your wildcard people.

This meeting is to come together with the research that has been done and come

up with a solidified plan. A Planning Center should be created and everyone

should walk away knowing what’s expected of them & empowered to do their

job.

4. Step 4: Programming Meeting

· This should happen about a month out from the event. The meeting

should be one hour and should consist of your core team.

· This meeting is NOT brainstorming. It is to walk through the event start to

finish (walking into the environment, to service, to the afterparty) to make sure

all transitions have been talked through.

5. Step 5: The Recap Meeting *Optional

· I will do these for certain events, like Relate. But for the annual or

recurring ones that we do, I won’t do them. If it’s a new event or one that I need

feedback on, I’ll either have a quick meeting or send an email to my team leads.

In that, I will ask them three questions & that’s it; it’s not a vent session.

· What went well? What didn’t? What can we do better next year?



Event Coordinator Things

1. Control Docs

· I live and breath by control docs. It is my bible for where any and all

information goes regarding my event. I am constantly updating and adjusting.

· Add in Relate 2022 control doc.

· It helps me keep everything in one place – budget, schedule,

staffing assignments, overviews of all the different areas, my to-do’s,

etc.

· I can also reference it the following year when I’m building a

framework. It helps me remember the little details that you forget – like

scheduling police officers or having a lighting tree.

2. Communication

· I cannot stress how important this is. People feel empowered when they

have communication. Tell them the entirety of the event: What’s the schedule,

what are we doing, what is their job – all ahead of time. You will build comradery

with your teams if they walk into an event knowing exactly what the purpose of

the event is and their purpose at the event is.

3. Execution

· If possible, always set up the day before. Allow the day of to be for last

minute stuff, putting out fires, etc.

o The stigma for event planners (I get asked this all the time) is that we

are busy & stressed. While there are waves of this, we are modeling

Christ in all that we do. When people ask me that, I *mostly* respond

back that I’m not busy and stressed. We are not planning corporate

events for stuffy business people; we are planning events that celebrate

people & lead people to Jesus – we should not be angry, stressed people

in the process of that.

o Knowing that event days are crazy, do what you can to get everything

done the day before so that day of, when everything you planned shifts &

changes, you can handle it with joy & patience. And, maybe, you can

actually enjoy the event you planned.

· Be okay with things going wrong. You can only troubleshoot so much.

o It’s not IF things change/ don’t go as planned; it’s WHEN they do.

Having a culture of excellence means you give 110%, but don’t beat

yourself up when things go wrong. Perfection isn’t on the table.

o It doesn’t have to be perfect or happen exactly as the control doc says.

Attendee’s rarely catch on to the mass chaos happening in the



background. Really figure out which hills are worth dying on and which

aren’t. Don’t run yourselves dry; be willing to learn and adjust each year.

· Just because you are the event planner does not mean you are the set up,

execution, and clean up crew. Utilize people & assign them jobs!!! *I’ll go into

this in a few minutes.

HOW TO UTILIZE STAFF & VOLUNTEERS

*Be okay with people helping & actually use people. It doesn’t have to be done exactly how you

would do it.

1. Being a successful event planner is not done by doing everything yourself. It’s

done by finding volunteers, giving vision, and empowering them to do it. This can be

done with staff or volunteers.

2. Team Leads – beautiful words to live by.

· This is different than your core team that I talked about earlier. Your core

team is the staff or high level volunteer that is responsible for overseeing an area

(head of worship, production, design, etc.). A team lead is a staff or volunteer

that you ask to oversee an area for the night of an event.

· I still do all of the ahead of time work – booking vendors, assigning

volunteers to certain areas, etc., but the team leads champion their area for the

night of.

· We are fortunate to have staff required to work our events. So a month

before an event happens, I send a staff wide email with all of the main details (if

we’re providing them dinner, when they have to arrive, where to park, etc.) as

well as their staffing assignment. I then send a separate email to team leads with

the specific details to their area; they then reach out to the staff I have assigned

on their team with the details I shared with them.

· For example, we had Krispy Kreme at our Men’s Night last year. I

told the team lead when they were being delivered, where they were

going in the foyer, how the set up should look, and how they should be

distributed. They then reached out to the “dessert team” and explained

all those details to them. That way, they’re empowered to answer

questions & oversee the area, and I’m sparred from a million questions

because I only have 10-15 people reporting to me/ asking questions as

opposed to 175.

· This also allows you to float at the event. If you’re busy setting up

dinner/ drinks and a fire happens, you can’t go fix it because something

won’t be set up unless you’re there. Check in on your people, offer to

help if they need something or bring them a water, build comradery.



· Also, a part of each description is that they have to tear down

their area. So at the end of the night, I’m not the one tearing down the

whole building & the staff/ volunteers aren’t standing around knowing

they have to tear down but not knowing what to do.  They tear down

their specific spot and can’t leave until they get the go ahead from their

team lead, and the team lead checks in with me.

BUDGETS

· If you’re starting a fresh event that you’ve never done before, build your budget

by non-negotiables.

o Come up with a plan of how it needs to look; I will visualize walking into my

event as an attendee. What would I look out for? What would I be upset if I

didn’t see? What would make me feel cared for?

o Figure out the non-negotiable big buckets that have to be there in order for

the event to happen: food, signage, drinks, table/chair rental, police officers, etc.

Figure out the cost for that & build a budget spreadsheet.

o Once you know those prices, you can do the fun extras – environment

elements, giveaways, service moments, etc. with whatever’s leftover. Creativity

enhances an event, but don’t sacrifice experience & order for a cool photo opp.

· If you’re doing a recurring event, use the framework from the prior year as a

model & make changes.

· Steward money well; for the most part, the budget you’re given is people’s tithe

dollars.

o There are some things you’re going to have to buy that are specific to that year

and will need to be thrown out (don’t be a hoarder, just get rid of it).

o If possible, re-use things! Invest in things that can be used over the years.


